
Tennis Victoria Match Centre information for the WRTA Winter Senior Competition 

 
Further to my email of Monday advising of the need for at least one member of each team needing to 
have a TV match centre account to allow entering of match results for WRTA senior winter season 
directly into the TV match recording system, I now advise of the remaining steps to record results. 
 
With the TV system, there is a requirement for a) the home team to enter the result and b) the away 
team to confirm the result. 
 
I remind you that all results for 2 seasons were transposed to the TV system, and the TV system was 
used for results, ladders, player stats and then transferred back to the WRTA system, so we are 
confident that the system has been extensively trialled.   In addition the TV system is currently in use 
for Western Suburbs night tennis, and of course for several years with TV winter pennant. 
 
The links explaining the processes for entering and confirming results are listed below, as well as links 
for editing incorrectly entered results and for disputing results.   These links will also be placed on the 
WRTA website. 
 
We only have 21 pennant results and 3 mixed results to process so that is not an insurmountable task, 
but first time processes often pose difficulties.   If your teams encounter any, please encourage them 
to contact me as early as possible to resolve them.   I will be standing by to assist. 
 
To this end I ask that entries and confirmations be done by Sunday night so that we can resolve any 
issues early and have results available to players as soon as possible. 
 
Thanks for your help 
 
Regards 
Phil Burgoine 
WRTA Senior Match Admin  
0411 135 490 
________________________________________________________________________________ 

To Add or Confirm match scores in the new Match Centre, team players will require a Tennis Victoria 

account. 
 
Add Match Results in Match Centre: 

Enter Current Round Match Result (Home Team) 

Review and Confirm Current Round Match Result (Away Team) 

If a score has been entered incorrectly: 

Edit / Correct Current Round Match Result (Home Team) 

OR 

Dispute Current Round Match Result (Away Team) 

 

Quick Guide to using Match Centre - If you are unfamiliar with Match Centre features this is a 

great video overview. 
 

https://matchcentre.tennis.com.au/dashboard
http://support.tennis.com.au/articles/score-entry-enter-score-match-results/
http://support.tennis.com.au/articles/score-entry-review-and-confirm-score-match-results
http://support.tennis.com.au/articles/score-entry-edit-score-match-results
http://support.tennis.com.au/articles/score-entry-disputing-a-result-match-results
http://support.tennis.com.au/articles/match-centre-quick-guide/

